ADVANCE THERMAL CORP.
HELPING THE INDUSTRY DELIVER ON THE PROMISE
Zero RAD-Waste, Once Installed
Improved Industrial Safety
Faster Installation Time
Better Quality and Less Waste
Reduced Radiological Exposure (ALARA)
Quicker Insulation Production
Easier Insulation Replacement

Advance Thermal Corp. is the only
removable and reusable insulation cover
manufacturing company with 30 years
experience supporting nuclear outages with
plants, utilities, and contractors. Every
project is managed collaboratively to keep
the outage projects on-time and on-budget.
As the only company in the market with
three manufacturing plants strategically
positioned around the United States,
Advance Thermal Corp. is capable of
running multiple outages simultaneously
and produce insulation covers on-time, onbudget, and accurately with .001% misfits.

Manufacturing the best engineered, removable insulation systems for over 30 years.
(630) 595-5150 | sales@atcri.com | 226 Gerry Drive, Wood Dale, IL 60191 | www.atcri.com

KEY FEATURES AND BENEFITS
ZERO RAD-WASTE ONCE INSTALLED

Reusable and long-lasting insulation covers eliminates future RAD-waste.

IMPROVED INDUSTRIAL SAFETY

ATC’s covers are manufactured off-site vs. on-site, reducing the
likelihood of an injury or OSHA recordable event.

FASTER INSTALLATION TIME

ATC covers are 95% FME-free, utilizing a reinforced strap stitched
with Hook & Loop and a double D-Ring system so the strap
attaches back to itself.

BETTER QUALITY
AND LESS
WASTE
ATC covers are
measured, laser cut
and fully assembled
at our facility, reducing
waste by 90%.

Removable Insulation Covers from ATC
Before: Uninsulated Exchanger

IMPROVED RADIOLOGICAL SAFETY (ALARA)

ATC’s covers can be installed faster, requiring less time spent
in radiologically controlled areas (RCA) by up to 50%.

QUICKER INSULATION PRODUCTION

ATC’s network of manufacturing plants to quickly measures,
manufactures and ships covers to your location within
5-7 days.

EASIER INSULATION REPLACEMENT

Each ATC cover has a laser-etched ID number and barcode
capturing each cover’s unique measurement, dimensions and
manufacturing specification, saving you time in the event of a
re-order, and ensuring the highest quality fit.

Removable Insulation Covers from ATC

Advance Thermal Corp. removable and
reusable insulation covers...

Helping the Industry
Deliver on the Promise.
Manufacturing the best engineered, removable insulation systems for over 30 years.
(630) 595-5150 | sales@atcri.com | 226 Gerry Drive, Wood Dale, IL 60191 | www.atcri.com

